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By Jennifer McGowan

Simon Schuster Books for Young Readers, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint ed..
Language: English . Brand New Book. Sophia must master her psychic ability if she is to save the life
of Queen Elizabeth and her fellow maids from a dark prophecy, in this third book in the Maids of
Honor series. Sophia Dee, the most unusual spy in Queen Elizabeth s Maids of Honor, has run out of
time for her psychic skills to fully manifest. A terrible prophecy haunts Windsor Castle, and the
Queen demands answers before the next doomed soul dies. Thrust into a dangerous competition to
solve the deadly prediction, Sophia finds herself pitted against the most celebrated mystics of
Europe: John Dee, her devious uncle and the Queen s personal astrologer, and Nostradamus, the
renowned prophet-seer of France. In a court where whispers of witchcraft, poisonous plots, and
grim assassins threaten her at every turn, Sophia needs answers fast. But does she dare trust
Marcus Quinn, her uncle s striking assistant? Or should she turn to the tortured dark angel of the
spirit realm, who whispers to her only of danger and death? As new dangers surface and the
prophecy sweeps toward its final victim,...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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